
Placement paper of Wipro - 4-5-4-3

Wipro Technologies

HR INTERVIEW :

          I was initially asked to describe myself. Since I had presented four papers in different places in India I took his attention 
towards it by telling that one of my hobbies is public presentation, and I supported it with example . He asked me about each and 
every paper and I took 45 min to explain him all the papers. Then he asked whether I wanted to know anything about WIPRO. I 
asked him around 11 - 12 questions and he was pretty impressed. The trick was to just to nod ur head and frame the next 
question in line while he was explaining one question.

Some of the questions which I asked were :

1)    WIPRO has undertaken a project named � MOBIO� it deals with biometrics. Since our minor project is on fingerprint 
recognition I would like to know something about MOBIO.
2)    After gaining the billion dollar status Mr Azim Premjee said that appreciation of rupee is a concern. What should be the 
possible steps so that it no more remains a concern?
3)    U have diversified from soaps to software as well as maintained a constant growth rate. What is the secret of ur success?
4)    The work culture at WIPRO is great. How do u maintain it?
5)    How do u allocate projects among ur employees?
6)    How do u select employees for foreign duty?
7)    What is six sigma strategy  and how do u implement it?
8)    In the ex-pression �WIPRO is a CMMi company� , what does �i� signify?
9)    Is SAP associated with you someway ?
10) Do you have plans to design a ìp better than Pentium 4? (They were the first in India to develop 8086 chip at IISc Bangalore , 
so I took this chance of asking him the silly question!!!)
And others�..

          Then finally he asked if I had any preference regarding place of posting and whether I had any problems signing the bond of 
15 months ? They are providing a salary of 18,000/- including perks to CS/IT/ECE And 17,000/- to core branches. Training is at 
Bangalore and is of three months then permanent placement.
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